
 
 

OLYMPIC TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
 

1. All participants must have a valid Australian passport. 
 

2. You must be 16 years or older on the year of the Olympic Games to be eligible to 
participate in the selection process for the 2024 Olympics. 
 

3. All participants are required to register online via our website - ausbreak.org, and 
pay a yearly fee of $20. By registering as an Olympic participant, you may be 
considered for “Tier” invitations depending on your ranking/results from open 
events which could put you in the running as a potential Olympic candidate to 
represent Australia in the Olympics. 
 

4. Olympic registration fees are non-refundable. In the unlikely event that any or all 
divisions for Breaking in the Olympics are cancelled, refunds will not be issued as 
all financial transactions to the ABA will be used to help produce future events 
and activities for the community. 
 

5. Participants have to be registered for the Olympics for any points accumulated at 
any event to count towards the Olympics. 

 
6. Only events that have a Breaking category or otherwise approved by the ABA 

upon circumstances with a tournament format will be included in the rankings. 
ABA will contact organisers or vice versa, for information required for events to 
be included in the rankings. 

 
7. You are required to attend Tier sessions upon invitation to be in the running as a 

potential Olympic candidate to represent Australia in the Olympics. 
 

8. You must rank within the top10 in your state to qualify for an invitation into tiers. 
 

9. You must maintain a ranking within the top10 in your state to remain a part of 
tiers. 

 
10.You must have a minimum of 75% attendance in tier sessions to remain a part of 

tiers. 
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11.You must have 50% attendance in state and/or national events with breaking 

categories to remain a part of the Tiers (Subject to restrictions). 
 

12.You must be able to attend ABA/invite only events with the use of the ABA 
judging system to be considered as a potential Olympic candidate. 
 

13.You must be drug and alcohol free as an Olympic candidate. 
 

14.The Australian Olympic candidates to represent Australia in the qualifying events 
for the Olympics are selected based on the below criteria. 

 
a) Overall Ranking (during the period of selection) 
b) Overall Average Score (obtained via ABA judging system) 
c) Commitment/Dedication (meeting requirements) 
d) National and international impact/activity (actively competes and how they 
fare) 

 
Coaches/experts, ABA & DSA to discuss and select the Olympic candidates. 

15.The selected candidates along with reserve candidates will train in preparation 
for the qualifying events for the Olympics. The ABA may select up to 5 Bboys 
and 5 Bgirls to represent Australia in these qualifying events for the Olympics.  

 
16.The selected candidates will have the chance to compete in the qualifying events 

leading to the Olympics. Below is the qualification process in order, subject to 
change: 

 
a) Continental/Regional Championships 
b) World Championships 
c) Breaking for Gold - Olympics 

 
Candidates should prepare to fully fund their own journey up to and including the World 
Championships. ABA may only provide financial assistance if we receive 
funds/sponsorship for this. ABA may assist with communications with international 
contacts, booking enquiries and marketing/advertising of their journey. 
 
If any of our candidates are successful in making it to the final stage of the Olympics, 
they will obtain the prestigious title of ‘Olympian’ and everything towards the Olympics 
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will be fully funded and organised by the Australian Olympic Committee. 
 
Note. The above terms and conditions are subject to change depending on IOC/WDSF 
communications in the future. The ABA reserves the right to at any time without prior 
notice, amend, change, add, delete and correct these Olympic terms and conditions, 
including providing new or additional terms and conditions to this Agreement. Such 
modifications and additional terms and conditions will be effective immediately and your 
continued agreement will be deemed accepted hereof. You will be notified of any 
changes made once confirmed. 
 
Thank you for your understanding in advance. 
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